Case Study
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)
A world leader in medium-range numerical weather prediction forecasting. It uses advanced computer modelling techniques to
analyse observations and predict future weather. Forecasts are produced and sent out twice daily to national meteorological
services for their use. To support the service levels and performance ECMWF needs to deliver products to over 50
countries in support of operational forecasts used by millions every day, it needed a provider with a global reach.

THE CHALLENGE

THE SOLUTION

Connecting global endpoints in challenging locations

Scalable, global MPLS with superior, centrally managed network support

ECMWF’s Regional Meteorological Data Communications Network connects
meteorological agencies worldwide, enabling them to exchange and disseminate
weather-related data for forecasting purposes. The existing ECMWF IPVPN was
due for a technical and commercial refresh to provide overall cost reductions, an
increase in performance and the ability to ensure data to the widest possible set
of locations. ECMWF’s network is mission-critical, being used in the support of
early warning systems for severe weather around the globe.

GTT developed a solution which addressed the customer’s requirements for a
future-proof and scalable MPLS network to be delivered globally, yet supported
centrally, offering multiple levels of access and diversity to each regional agency.
A dedicated team spanning commercial, technical, legal and project management
was put into place to proactively resolve any changes or new requests and ensure
that decisions are made quickly to avoid delays.

We undertook a detailed vendor selection and RFP process, taking our time to examine the global telecoms market to ensure that we picked a
vendor who could provide, support and manage our network, which is critical not just to us but to our partner meteorological and hydrological
agencies and services around the world. During this process we were impressed by the ability of GTT staff to deliver on our requirements and
propose innovative solutions. We felt confident in GTT due to the stability of its network across EMEA and beyond, its excellent reputation in the
enterprise market and the dedicated focus GTT provided – and continues to provide us.”
– Oliver Gorwits, Head of Networks & Computer Security, ECMWF
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THE GTT DIFFERENCE

High-bandwidth, low-cost
connectivity

Speed
and flexibility

Superior
client support

GTT’s solution allowed the client
to greatly upgrade bandwidth while
reducing network costs. The client was
able to achieve speeds 10 or more
times faster than had been available
previously. With its broad access
footprint, GTT was able to provide
connectivity across every site.

Throughout the installation process,
GTT maintained constant contact
with the client and provided a firstrate team of project managers,
technicians, account managers and
more to ensure that the client’s project
succeeded and the new network
platform rolled out smoothly and
on time to all locations. The GTT
team disclosed issues to the client
immediately upon becoming aware
of them and worked to find speedy
resolution. When complications
threatened to delay the project, the
team was able to modify the design to
keep the installation on track.

GTT prides itself on delivering services
with simplicity, speed and agility. The
client’s dedicated account team worked
to ensure rapid delivery of services
across the client’s global network,
meeting the tight installation deadline.
GTT also provided ongoing hightouch technical support, backed by
the company’s 24/B7 global network
operations centers.

User-friendly self-service
client portal
The client gained detailed insight into
network performance, plus the ability
to track real-time statistics and view
order status and billing through GTT’s
EtherVision portal.

Contact Us
For more information, contact the GTT Channel Team at:
moreinfo@gtt.net
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